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things which came nearest to my own prejudices.
With my guide I wandered all over Acre. It is sur-
rounded by a fairly modern wall, pierced and loop-
holed for musketry and canon, of which there are still.
many on the ramparts. Like black plums in a pudding,
some of the cannon-balls of the British Navy of 1840
stick into the seaward walls; there are several in the
curtain-walls of the Hospitaller Castle, which is now
used as the Central prison.
Edgar's letter won me admission to the Castle. I
was very anxious to see it, not as a prison, but for its
other interest, for there has been a fortress on this
spot for close on five thousand years. The present
structure is mainly Crusading, on Roman foundations,
though the upper part is the restoration work of the
Turkish governor who resisted Napoleon. I suppose
that most of us would be glad to be shown a prison,
for there is a deal of morbid curiosity in nearly all of us.
I was shown Acre prison in its entirety, and I don't
want to say much about it. I came out feeling spiritually
filthy. You cross a narrow bridge over the dry nftoat,
and are admitted through a little door in the curtain-
wall. Inside, there is a guard-room on your right,
where, probably, Hospitaller knights and serjeants-
at-arms once kept their watch. You pass through a
short lobby and find yourself in the open air again;
a concrete wall, topped with barbed-wire iiT front of
you; steel gates leading through a maze of barbed-
wire in the opening.
To the left was an archway closed with another
steel grille, behind it convicts at work. To the right
a flight of stone stairs ran up to rooms above. Another

